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“each technically pure construction has its own cha-

racteristic forms. hence, the new method of working 

wood does chance the external face of the building. 

a new form has to emerge. this does not have much 

to do with the currently accepted understanding 

of the term “wooden house”, but it represents the 

continued, organic advancement of the century-old 

art of building with wood.” konrad wachsmann, 

holzhausbau – technik und gestaltung, berlin 1930

the crisis of construction

the culture of construction as a basis of all building 

processes has lost its meaning in architecture in the 

past few decades. architectural form is not generated 

through the logic of the building material anymore. 

materials are being used in a simplified manner to 

obtain attractive surfaces covering purely technical 

structures. to counter this development, possibilities 

for revitalizing constructive tectonics in architecture 

and traditional building techniques must be reinter-

preted. 

building anatomy 

the aim of the workshop was not only to look for 

the potential of regional handcraft, but also to seek 

an innovative enhancement to that knowledge in 

construction in order to build a 

real bridge. in this sense, the approach to this year’s 

intensive Program perfectly fitted into the concept 

of “building anatomy”, which is the overall theme 

of the partnership for three workshops in an annual 

rhythm.

also, in accordance with the general principles of the 

erasmus Program, the aim of the iP was to initiate 

sustainable development in the region. it is a fact 

that most of the valleys in western slovenia suffer an 

increasing depopulation. there is not enough work in 

agriculture; stores, post offices and even schools must 

close. there is a strong need for innovative projects, 

that respect the characteristics and singularity of the 

region and send positive signals for the future. to 

support this, the area of our intervention was set in 

a small valley called trebusa, where modest outdoor 

activities were started a few years ago. a decent cros-

sing to get over the riverbed to walk upwards to a 

waterfall at the end of the valley was missing. 

roPe structures

we accepted the challenge to project a footbridge 

and also two changing rooms that define a clear star-

ting point for canyoning and hiking. after introduc-

tions to the history and actual problems of the valley 

by local experts and a lecture to the theme of rope 

construction by vojko kilar, our structural engineer 

from the university of ljubljana, the design period 

started. four  projects in drawings and large models 

in scale 1:5 after three days. a jury had to choose the 

best solution, both matching the needs of the people 

confronted with it in the future but also bringing a 

new and innovative structure into the discussion on 

an architectural level. the following building work 

took five days and was done by the participating 

students and professors themselves, including exca-

vation and all structural work. only drilling of holes 

for foundation anchoring and scaffolding had to be 

executed by local workers. 

the  building process was a very real  confrontation 

with forgotten techniques and brought us back to 

the first dwellings: we had to cut trees, we peeled 

off their fresh skin and rammed these sticks into the 

building anatomy: roPe structures

joints in timbered construction and tyPical 

knots in traditional fabrics (wilhelm büning, 

bauanatomie, berlin 1948, and gottfried semPer, 

der stil, zurich 1863)
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soil to get a primary structure on which we could 

span ropes. then, the bark was cut and hung on 

the strings to obtain a coat for the changing rooms, 

one of it with the rough side outwards, the other 

one  inside out. the interior was covered with textile 

tapes, woven between the ropes to achieve a soft 

and cosy atmosphere. the making of these very pri-

mitive but in the same time elaborate cabins made 

us  understand gottfried semper‘s theory that the 

wall (in  german: wand) derives from garments (in 

german: gewand): evidently he knew the wide rela-

tions of the term ‚textile‘ which is  related to greek 

‚tekton‘, meaning carpenter, or constructor and also 

to ‚techne‘, with the meanings of craft, art, skill, in 

the sense of the modern term ‚technique‘. 

the building of the bridge was of course a more 

technical task, nevertheless a big challenge to all of 

us including the engineer. it was not certain that the 

ground was able to hold the forces at the selected 

site. after cutting several small trees on one side of 

the river, a deep hole had to be excaveted in order 

to find solid rock. long steel bars were introduced 

in a serie of drill holes, that were filled with cement 

afterwards to secure the anchors. Primary steel ropes 

were attached and spanned with simple but heavy 

tools between these points. steelframes had to be 

dimensioned and welded by a local worker to hold  

the rope of the hand rail. two wooden colums were 

brought to buid up the gate that allowed to span 

more ropes diagonally  and to stiffen the system. and 

roPe bridge over min river, china, 552m long

finally, heavy oak planks were cut and attached to the 

rope structure to build the footpath, representing the 

last piece of work the but also an important structural 

component of the bridge.

in all these actions, our aim was not to simulate the 

construction process in architectural drawings and 

models, but to undergo the real process of making 

the final product, be it a cabin or a bridge, in scale 1:1. 

from now on, the meaning of handicraft is known by 

every participant of this unforgettable workshop and 

will influence every architectural design work in the 

future.

urs meister

Professor for construction and design, institute 

for  architecture and Planning, university of 

liechtenstein

 

Primary cabin after rondelet and tateana, 

its jaPanese eQuivalent (arthur drexler, the 

architecture of jaPan 1958)
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it’s easy to make little of what is Poorly known

when we left setúbal, we were far from imagining 

what we would expect in slovenia.  setúbal is a port 

city in the sado estuary, located on a plain that faces 

the river opposite a long sand split perspective created 

by the river estuary – a golden sandy beach drawn by 

the long troia peninsula.  the south urban structure 

is interrupted by the toad-hole, which nowadays is 

filled with land to implement the big industry enter-

prises. the west town softens the rocky bulk of the 

mountain that the islamic have consecrated with the 

name of arrábida.  a city of medium size, such as 

our country and university, which is deeply subdued 

by the climatic and cultural influences coming from 

outside: from lisbon, the capital, 30 km away, from 

spain the neighbour country at a distance of 250 km, 

from mediterranean sea and all europe, although it’s 

widely opened to the large atlantic ocean.

we had to communicate, the domain of the foreign 

languages, the confirmation about the accompani-

ment of professor roque oliveira at the last time, 

the stories about other workshops badly succeeded, 

and the journey itself that compelled the participants 

to spend different days by car, train and airplane.  it 

was the end of the school year, we stumbled into the 

ending of the working school on the different subjects 

and we were short of time to search for examples and 

make the last arrangements.  we looked for knots 

and scout’s constructions in internet, we asked the 

engineer, professor fernando cabral, for explanations 

about structures, how to figure and work with ropes, 

and how could we imagine structures using exclusive-

ly elements in tensile way.  at the end of the research 

it became clear that the maritime tradition of setúbal 

contains a rich and deep knowledge in naval art, in 

the handling of ropes, offering a vast workmanship 

concerning the cordage and sailing work.  we reen-

countered the old sailing boats as the named bark of 

high fishing, an emblematic one in the old village of 

sesimbra, and the frigate that with its 20 to 25 meters 

length, hoisted a mast, with an expressive inclination 

towards the stern, a great carangueja (female crab) 

sail. 

tolmim is a small town opened in a fantastic valley on 

the south side of triglavski natural Park; in the cross 

point where the soca and tolmika rivers come toge-

ther. in the other side of europe, at a north parallel 

from setúbal, but with the same air, that rises from 

the „roman sea“. here we can enjoy life with the 

defence of the outstanding and abrupt mountains 

of alps, the ones that, in their youth, raise with their 

bright tops and fall down in a drop, in deep, wet 

and green valleys. it’s another landscape, with subtle 

colours and soft light, reflecting in the tones of the 

forest and waters of their fabulous rivers.

the first strike at our arrival was this confrontation 

with the natural landscape, that was connected to 

an intelligent policy of resources management in a 

sustainable way, a special attention to the environ-

ment, urbanism and natural heritage, in an almost 

spartan attitude, arrangement and discipline, so dif-

ferent from our city, that during the warm siesta-time, 

seems to have forgotten the need and the will of 

transforming the territory. 

we were very well lodged in the tolmim student’s 

residence, and we disposed of large tables and wide 

space to work outside at mr. albino’s panoramic 

terrace, the owner of the restaurant in the valley 

of trabusha, where the building of the bridge took 

place.  four working groups were formed, as many 

as the teachers that were present, which included 

students from different nationalities that quickly came 

to the first step of the project that included the precise 

definition of the aims that we intended to achieve.
 

the traditional building of bridges on the soca river, 

using metallic ropes and frames, it’s a living heritage 

at the 21st century, characterized by an apparent 

simplicity of building manners, a discrete formal pre-

sentation and a well-taken care landscape insertion. 

however, it locks up particularities and details, such as 

subtleties at the election of its location and implanta-

tion, difficult to imagine at a first and fast glimpse. 

after the visits at the different places to see rope 

bridges, we came to a frenzy stage of gathering infor-

mation, with photographs, free drawings, land surve-

ys, so that later on we would discuss with enthusiasm 

our concepts and argue over the proposals, every-

thing done in a really contagious rhythm.

was the competition that motivated us?  Perhaps, i 

don’t know for sure, but when we were acquainted 

with the results from the jury, we became disappoin-

ted and exhausted.  the day after choosing the pro-

jects for the building of the bridge and of the shelters 

the spirit for the working group had decayed. we 



were exhausted at the end of the fifth day.  all the 

groups had given their best to dignify their proposals 

and they had made a great effort to transmit them 

in a convincing way, considering the due respect for 

each other‘s proposals.  on the sixth day we already 

regained all the energy for the most arduous and 

athletics works, such as carrying materials to the 

workplace, peeling trees, cutting wood, digging and 

opening ways.  

the professional way as this workshop in slovenia was 

thought, designed and scheduled, in all the details by 

the professors urs meister and tadeja zupanic strojan, 

including activities with great dynamism, such as the 

field visits, the walks, the sporting and recreational 

activities, including rafting and canyoning, the con-

ferences and lectures that broke ice during the first 

meeting days, but also warm up the gathering and 

made the conversations flow. the support offered 

by the professor engineer vojko kilar, lead the stu-

dents to think over structural issues, remembering 

the insistent presence of the gravity and of physics 

laws. these are the contingencies that artists always 

make an effort to surpass. the english language was 

the understanding platform. but sometimes it was 

exceeded by the participant’s mother tongues, with 

its spontaneity and loudness. during the meals we 

could hear the different groups giving a rest to their 

minds, and relaxing in their mother language. 

throughout the ten intense working days, which 

pupils and professors endured, many affairs could be

told to illustrate the daily episodes of one workshop 

so dynamic as this that we lived in trebusha valley, 

from 10th the 20th of july.  the emotive and invol-

ving group factors, with moments of great tension, 

where the nerves already in highly strung, came out 

in uncontrolled laugher or sentences of relief, which 

then got enthusiastic about one’s group work and in 

the accomplishment on the necessary surveys. also 

in the projects, in the presentations preparation, and 

scale models, as well as  the changing rooms and 

in the bridge construction.  in this way, due to the 

highly alive and heated quarrels debates, we were 

capable to leave a superficial approach of the sub-

ject, to dissect the ropes structures, like anatomo-

pathological doctors making a body dissection, and 

posterior reintegration in ideas, and from these, to 

the total concept construction, in something useful 

and enjoyable.

it is difficult to speak about the education  and metho-

dology applied in this kind of meeting. the fact we 

had meals together, we carried through the activities 

outdoors, we travelled together as a workgroup and 

had no time for distractions or other needs, created 

an involving environment for the accomplishment of 

the proposed tasks. the permanent contact of all the 

participants, on a 24 hours basis, on many informal 

moments, allowed an exchange of knowledge from 

mouth to ear, in body language, by heated com-

ments, all resounding the emotions. all by integrating 

different knowledge, some of which were on the east 

side of the architecture.

when in objection, i related how difficult it is to work 

with people from such diverse proveniences, with 

such varied skills, and such different ways of feeling 

and expressing, somebody replied:  „this is the sub-

stance that bridges are made off“.  a clear reference 

to the spirit and soul that enlivens up theses programs 

of cultural exchange promoted by erasmus.

definitely, i am convinced that this meeting was very 

rewarding for all of us. it has better than spending 

months in monotonous lessons, where teachers and 

pupils patiently knead concepts and substances in 

a reality out of context. by being out of life, absent 

of construction experience, without the participati-

on of people and the local communities – the ones 

for whom architecture is reserved for – they stand 

painfully only on the hard work, they are incapable 

of transmitting the joy and the grace that must take 

place in the act of building the knowledge. all of 

us, professors, students and local community people, 

we stopped the state of indifference to the ropes 

structures and we have started a special sensitivity 

and attention to the use of textiles, strings and rope 

constructions.  we brought to our countries a new 

knowledge gained through experience, new skills, 

habits and ways of thinking and being. who knows, 

they are capable to show us the richness that lives in 

the diversity and how much it can help us to under-

stand the meaning of the universality.

roque nogueira brás de oliveira

Professor of geometry in the modern university of 

setúbal, Portugal
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bridge stiffened by eyebars, designed by faustus verantius, italy, 1617.

cable-stayed bridges: idea, history, examPles and statics overview
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the history of stayed beam bridges indicates that the 

idea of supporting a beam by inclined ropes or chains 

hanging from a mast or tower has been known since 

ancient times. the egyptians used such stays for their 

sailing ships.

in 1617, faustus verantius proposed a bridge system 

having a timber deck supported by inclined eyebars. 

like all bridge designs of this epoch, it exhibits many 

departures from what a structural analysis would dic-

tate; nevertheless, it contains the main features and 

basic principles of a metal suspension bridge stiffened 

by stays. in 1817, two british engineers, redpath and 

brown, built the king’s meadows bridge, a footbridge 

in englad which had a span of approximately 33.6 

meters, using sloping wire stay cable suspension 

members attached to cast iron towers.

egyPtian sailing boat with roPe-stayed sail beam. king‘s meadows bridge, england, 1817.
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around 1821, the french architect Poyet suggested 

hanging the beams up to rather high towers with 

wrought iron bars. in this system he proposed using a 

fan-shaped arrangement of the stays, all being ancho-

red at the top of the tower.

the albert bridge over the thames at chelsea with a 

main span of 122 m and dating back to 1873, was 

built by ordish, using his system. in this bridge the

suspension system comprises tie members converging 

at the top of the towers. there are three sloping tie 

members on each side of the center span and four on 

each side of the end spans.

several of the first built cable-stayed bridges colapsed 

due to insufficient resistance to wind pressure! cables 

were usually of an insufficient cross-section and were 

not prestressed during erection. consequently, cables 

performed their proper function only after substantial 

deformation of the whole structure under the action 

of the load. this aspect of their behaviour led to the 

opinion that cable-stayed bridges were exceptionally 

flexible and not safe.

bridge engineer roebling introduces stiffening truss 

and efficient lateral bracings and inclined stays. the 

suspension cables are always assisted by stays. they 

assisted the cables greatly in the support of the 

bridge, but they also supplied the most economical 

and efficient means for stiffening the floor against 

cumulative undulations that may be started by the 

action of the wind. in 1855 roebling built the first 

successful railroad suspension bridge in the world 

across the niagara river. the total load was divided 

between the cables and an extensive system of radi-

ating stays.

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the brooklyn 

bridge is the system of inclined stays radiating down-

ward from the tops of the towers to the floor of the 

span. roebling introduced them primarily for the cri-

tical function of adding rigidity to the span, and then 

ingeniously took advantage of the additional load-

carrying capacity which they incidentally supplied.

 

in the direction of modern cable-stayed 

bridges

gisclard, a french engineer, 1899. he introduced a 

new system consisting basically of inclined and hori-

zontal cables. the inclined cables do not transfer the 

horizontal component of the cable force into the stif-

fening girder. the gisclard system is less appealing 

albert bridge over the river thames, england, 1873. roebling niagara susPension bridge (1855).

roebling brooklyn bridge, new york usa, 1883.

fan tyPe stayed bridge ProPosed by Poy et, france, 

1821



to the eye, but appears to be particularly adapted 

to railroad traffic. in that system the inclined stays 

extend across the entire span and form a main car-

rying system in which the material is utilized in tension 

to the greatest  possible extent.

applying the basic concept of gisclard’s system, the 

french engineer leinekugel le cocq proposed a bridge 

system having inclined cables and transfer of the hori-

zontal components of the cables to the stiffening 

girder. this cable-stayed bridge may be considered a 

prototype of the contemporary cable-stayed bridge, 

having a fan-type system.

the structural system of this bridge is many times sta-

tically indeterminate and performs as a three-dimen-

sional system. 

in 1938 dischinger introduced stay cables into the 

design of a suspension railroad bridge with a 753 m 

span over the elbe river, near hamburg, germany. 

to reduce rather large deflections of the conventio-

nal suspension bridge system under heavy railroad 

loading, dishinger introduced stay cables using high-

strength wires, and accepted high stresses, reducing 

the sag of the cables.

after ii world war the studies of dischinger proved 

that cable-stayed bridges where more economical 

than suspension or the self-anchored suspension 

bridges. the stromsund bridge in sweden erected in 

1955 may be considered as the first modern cable-

stayed bridge.

modern cable-stayed bridges

after the modern design had proved to be very stiff 

under a traffic load, aesthetically appealing, eco-

nomical and relatively simple to erect, the way was 

open for further wide and successful application. the 

new system became rapidly popular all around the 

world. the 8678 m long lake maracaibo bridge in 

venezuela, completed in 1962, was the first concrete 

cable-stayed bridge. 

the typical examples of the first generation of con-

crete cable-stayed bridges used a small number of 

cables and a stiff girder. the Pasco-kennewick bridge 

over the columbia river in the u.s.a., was completed 

in 1978 and it consists of large number of cables. 

the stay cables have been arranged in two planes. 

concentrating the anchors at the tops of the towers 

minimizes tower bending stresses, but created dif-

ficulties for detailing and construction. the girder is 

continuously supported by the cables, with no fixed

connection to the towers.  

tyPical bridge of gisclard‘s system

lezardrieux bridge, france, 1925.

cable-stayed bridge system by dischinger, germany, 

1938

the stromsund bridge, sweden, 1955.
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anchoring problems was solved by h. homberg who 

in 1964 first used a small spacing of only 2.24 m for 

the cable anchorages of his bridge across the rhine in 

bonn. 

more stay cables allow also more slender beams which 

require less and less flexural stiffness. if the cables are 

arranged as ideal fan their anchorage at the tower 

becomes difficult. it is better to distribute the cable 

anchorages over a certain height of the tower head

and get the semi fan configuration, which improves 

also the appearance. 

the quantity of steel needed for harp-shaped arrange-

ments, is slightly higher than for fan-shaped arrange-

ments. the curve of steel quantity suggests the 

choice of a higher tower which will also increase the 

stiffness of the cable system against deflections.  

lake marakaibo bridge, venezuela, 1962.

the Pasco-kennewick bridge, u.s.a., 1978.

homberg‘s bonn bridge across the rhine.

more stay cables allow more slender beams.



tyPes of modern cable-stayed bridges.

Quantity of cable steel as function of the 

relative height of towers.

if the main span is supported by one tower only, it is 

advantageous to design a rather heavy concrete bridge 

with small spans for the approach and to use this bridge 

as a long anchor zone for the backstay cables. hereby 

concentrated vertical anchor forces are avoided. the 

main span can be a steel bridge, joined to the concrete 

bridge near the tower.

vojko kilar, Professor for structural engineering at the 

university of ljubljana

heavy concrete aPProach bridge used as anchor 

zone for backstay cables of a light steel bridge.
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sunday 10.7.2005 - check-in and visit of tolmin  

arrival - welcome dinner at the hostel

monday 11.7.2005 - introduction: presentation of the topic / intro-lectures (10.00) dolnja trebusa

Project start, design and research - visiting the site and canyoning

 - Presentation / forming of the project groups

tuesday 12.7.2005 - visiting the soca valley 

design and research, PrototyPing - Project work, concept phase dolnja trebusa

 - Prototyping of structures and nodes

 - lecture vojko kilar: „cable-stayed bridges: idea, history,

                                                                                                                           examples and statics overview“

wednesday 13.7.2005 - Project work, concept phase dolnja trebusa

design and research, PrototyPing - Prototyping of structures and nodes

thursday 14.7.2005 - Project work, concept phase, structural calculations dolnja trebusa

design and research, PrototyPing, decision - final Panel, jury and choice of the structure to be built

 - structural calculations

friday 15.7.2005 - organisation of building phase dolnja trebusa

building day 1 - Protection work

 - foundation-finalisation

 - building

 - lecture and/or round table

saturday 16.7.2005 - building dolnja trebusa

building day 2 - lecture and/or round table

Program
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sunday 17.7.2005 - excursion: rafting on soca river

building day 3 - building dolnja trebusa

  - lecture and/or round table

monday 18.7.2005 - building

building day 4 

tuesday 19.7.2005 - building final phase

building day 5 - finishing site

 

wednesday 20.7.2005 - Project presentation and final inauguration with experts dolnja trebusa

final Panel, conclusion - collecting of the material for the brochure

 - final dinner and party

thursday 21.7.2005 - farewell and departure tolmin

deParture 
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university of ljubljana, faculty of architecture 

Professors: tadeja zupancic, vojko kilar, igor seljak

students: emmanuel osei-lartley, blas slivnik, tanja rus, tanja rus

university of liechtenstein, vaduz, school of architecture 

Professor: urs meister

students: bettina jochum, karin hopfner, markus kürschner, frank weissflog 

norwegian university of science and technology, trondheim, faculty of architecture

students: tina eirin hasaas, kari risvold vikan, joar nango 

universitat PolytÈcnica de catalunya, barcelona, sPain, school of architecture of el vallÈs

Professor: ramon sastre

students: gerard farga, francesc salla, marc farrés, angel gomez, cristina guri, joan capdevila

univerdidade moderna, setÚbal, Portugal, dePartment of architecture

Professor: roque oliveira

students: maria figueira, vanessa santos, rui Preguiça, ana maluco, jorge ribeiro, floraine grimal

ParticiPants
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introduction 

marko grego, tolmin museum

mag. daniel rojsek, slovene institution for

nature protection, unit nova gorica

mag. rosana scancar, soca-region

development center  

ksenija kikl, municipality of tolmin,

department for environment and space

albin makuc,  land-owner/host 

jury  

mag. miran drole, municipality of tolmin

(mayor‘s office, municipality development advisor)

mag. daniel rojsek, slovene institution for

nature protection, unit nova gorica

igor seljak, university of ljubljana,

faculty of architecture

danilo magajne, ‚konstruktor magajne‘

mag. rosana scancar, soca-region

development center 

albin makuc, land-owner/host 

final inauguration

ernest kemPerle, mayor of the municipality

of tolmin

franc rijavec, President of the community 

dolenja trebusa

mag. miran drole, municipality of tolmin

(municipal development advisor)

mag. daniel rojsek, slovene institution for

nature protection, unit nova gorica

mag. rosana scancar, soca-region 

development center, 

albin makuc, land-owner

joze hvala, local private worker

darko jeroncic, leader of public workers

borut nikolas, maya (regional sport turist agency), 

material-contributor

joze Pavsic,  local material-contributor

exPerts
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excursion rafting
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excursion bridges
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Project work. grouP 1

Professor:  roque oliveira (Portugal)

students: bettina jochum (liechtenstein)

 karin hopfner (liechtenstein)

 emmanuel osei-latrey (slovenija)

 gerard farga i maronda (spain)

 cristina gurí basora (spain)
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Project work. grouP 2

Professor  vojko kilar (slovenija)

students: 	 Blaž	Sliviuik	(Slovenija)

 markus kürschner  (liechtenstein)

 frank weissflog (liechtenstein)

 ana melinda maluco (Portugal)

 vanessa alexandra machado dos santos (Portugal)
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Project work. grouP 3

Professor:  urs meister (liechtenstein)

students: tanja rus (slovenija)

 fransesc salla (spain)

 joan capdevila Puig (spain)

 maria figueira (Portugal)

 rui Preguiça (Portugal)

 kari resvold vikan (norway)
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Project work. grouP 4

Professor:  tadeja zupancic strojan (slovenija)

students: nevenka bandulic (slovenija)

 marc farrés moreno (spain)

 Ángel gómez hernán (spain)

 jorge miguel machado ribeiro (Portugal)

 florène grimal (Portugal)

 joar nango (norway)
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building
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finishing
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inauguration





the finished bridge
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the finished changing rooms
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